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Contemporary Themes

Inside the Royal Commission

JOHN BENNETT

British Medical J7ournal, 1977, 1, 1643-1645

The Royal Commission on the NHS has now received all its
written evidence: a plethora of documents ranging from long
and closely argued memoranda with factual appendices (like
that from the BMA) to half-page, hand-written cris de coeurs,

whose authors have at last found the occasion to let their burning
glimpses of truth burst forth. How will the Commission's
members-all of them intelligent, some with preformed views,
some completely uncommitted-deal with these utterances and
reach the point of presenting to the Secretary of State their
conclusions and recommendations in a thick, blue-covered
volume (or two)? This description of the work of the Com-
mission represents a surmise about how the Royal Commission
on the NHS will handle its task, based on my experience of
sitting on an earlier Government committee of inquiry.

Initial stages

The first burden in such inquiries falls on the secretariat,
a group of career civil servants. At their head is the official
secretary, a "flier," who is already destined for success in
Whitehall, chance having landed him in the Department of
Health and Social Security when the Commission was set up.
Under him work several juniors, mostly graduates with only
a year or two's Civil service experience. By the time the Com-
mission's membership was announced the secretary, in con-

sultation with Sir Alec Merrison, would have drawn up a list
of bodies and organisations from whom evidence should be
invited. This list was all-embracing lest any group, remotely
interested in the NHS, should feel aggrieved by exclusion.

The list was added to by the commission as a whole, and
eventually invitations to present evidence were sent forth
with broad guidelines on topics and headings: the machinery
of the Commission is in motion.
The period of the "phoney war" then began. Now the

Commission doubtless holds meetings every three to four
weeks, at which the members feel their way. The "meat" is
a selection of books and pamphlets already published on the
NHS, its finance, and its philosophy (no shortage of those),
which the members, with early zest, digest and absorb. Dis-
cussion documents are tabled by secretary and chairman to
define objectives and isolate particular areas of difficulty.
The members' characters begin to emerge at the early

meetings: there are the assertive members, eager to demon-
strate their articulate abilities, sometimes reinforcing their
loquacious contributions with written memoranda; the more

experienced hands, who are briefer, ensuring that their gravity
is projected and disagreeing with only the wilder excesses of
the enthusiasts, who already see the picture- clearly and seek to
convert their fellows. Some members may develop an affinity
for colleagues whose ideas and philosophies seem similar to
their own-useful allies for the future, perhaps. Others are

seen to have less sympathetic potential-divergent views,
overforceful presentation, rigid ideas. One member is doubtless
already known to be unstoppable for 10 minutes once in full
flow; another too fertile of extraordinary notions and apt to
confuse developing concepts.
Minutes of every meeting are kept by the secretariat and

dutifully circulated. But little more than passing attention is
paid to them; some possibly never read them, save to ensure

that their attendance is noted. Secretly someone is aggrieved
that one of his contributions has not been mentioned, another
satisfied that due weight (and number of lines) has been accorded
to his views. But these official minutes are of small moment.
The secretary is already compiling his own notes, the germ of the
eventual report. These are his, and his alone. Other members
will create their own private summaries.
The starchiness of the early meetings softens as members

get to know each other. The buffet lunch (Standard Government
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Hospitality, grade 1B, including one-third bottle of wine per
head) aids this progress immeasurably. The members circulate
from group to group learning of their fellows' occupations,
hobbies, families, and extracurricular enthusiasms. Under the
chairman's easy control the disparate individuals start to
become a team. By the time the Commission find their strength
and develop a rough idea of where they are going, the written
evidence will be coming in.

Written evidence

Photocopies of every document are sent to each member,
each one serially numbered. Occasionally cumulative indexes
are issued by the secretariat to keep things in order. Every
week or two a heavy foolscap OHMS envelope thumps on
to each member's desk, to be read and considered before the
meetings which, by now, are fortnightly. Some read at night
in their armchairs, some at their desks, others in the train.
Some skim; others painstakingly underline or annotate. Some-
times a particularly important (or exceptionally stupid)
document evokes a sharp memorandum from a member-that
too will be punctiliously circulated.
At meetings the minutes are disposed of in two minutes,

and the documents are discussed, seriatim. The chairman has
his own views and guides the discussion, introducing each
document, picking out important points of principle, emphasis-
ing carefully argued views, advising scant attention to blatant
prejudice. Other members, variously, add their own opinions
and interpretations of each document. Each document has
to be seen in the perspective of the Commission's own outline
and the other evidence. Some observe contradictions, others
emphasise arguments held in common with previous documents,
and so on.
At this early stage an important element is the unveiling

of areas of ignorance. Unsubstantiated statements need ampli-
fying; occasionally an entirely new concept appears. This
produces work for the secretariat: "Will the DHSS please
comment on this para ?" Will the department please give
figures for such-and-such ?" "Will the Treasury please cost
the effects of this postulated action ?" Often the body (or person)
who presented the evidence is asked to clarify or expand a
comment in writing or give supporting material. Throughout
this process, subliminally, opinion is being formed.
Some evidence to the Commission has been published before

presentation and subjected to editorial comment and, occasion-
ally, a testy public reaction from the Secretary of State. Extracts
from, or copies of, these are also circulated but probably given
little attention by the Commission. For by this time (last
December) the volume of incoming documents is huge and
the members must gasp at the prospect of more to come.
Conflicts of opinion are obvious, their resolution seemingly
impossible. Members cope with this stage according to their
temperament. Some sit quietly and wait for guidance; others
isolate the differences and seek for compromise; a few ignore
the views that disagree with their prejudices and retain those
that support them; the obsessional write yet more memoranda.

Subcommittees

A standard gambit for any committee that is getting bogged
down is to undergo fission and form subcommittees (the NHS
Commission has done this). Ostensibly the purpose is to allow
more detailed consideration of certain aspects, but, in particular,
it has the effect of breaking up the membership into smaller
and more manageable groups. Twenty people can argue in-
definitely, but a small number more readily reach agreement.
Eccentrics can be isolated, and prejudice is more easily exposed
in more informal groupings. The subcommittees also give
a chance for the junior members of the secretariat to show
their paces, and the subcommittee chairmen have greater
opportunities for influence than they do in full session.
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An occasional full weekend session has a salutary effect.
Even when a comfortable country hotel is chosen as the venue
it is an arduous time for everyone, taking the place of the only
period of relaxation that most busy professional people enjoy.
To talk, argue, read, and write from 6 pm on Friday to 4 pm
on Sunday with no breaks except for sleeping and eating is
hard work by any standards, but the development of common
views is aided. A wise secretary will use these occasions to try
out a few pages of opinion and recommendation, setting down
ideas which he has sensed carry majority assent, and isolating
areas of clear disagreement or fundamental questions on which
a decision must be reached.

Oral evidence

When most written evidence is in, some institutions and
individuals must be asked to give oral evidence. The chairman
keeps the invitations to a minimum. Any visitors to the Com-
mission must be treated with courtesy, and that means a lot of
time. All too readily oral evidence merely repeats things the
Commission already knows or has rejected. Members of the
Commission appear in a different light, now, and so do the
evidence-givers. Rhetoric on the printed page becomes a
bubble to be pricked; loosely argued phrases are exposed as
non-sequiturs. Inevitably the barrister members of the Com-
mission shine if they choose to expose the feebleness of
someone's position, especially if those appearing are protagonists
of an indefensible (but non-negotiable) Whitehall tenet. Few
of those who appear seem completely at ease. They know their
views are on trial, and often must regret the literary flourishes
with which they tried to project doubtful arguments.
The period of oral evidence is critical, nevertheless. Evidence

from different bodies is sometimes strongly divergent and the
real reasons for this must be unearthed. The contrary view
can be put and the strength of argument against it assessed.
The Commission already has some ideas about recommenda-
tions, in a formative stage. Now, or perhaps later when the
most important bodies are recalled for further oral evidence,
is the time to seek reaction, particularly if the idea is novel or
revolutionary. This must, however, be done obliquely, lest
the direction of the Commission's thinking be guessed before
it is fully formulated and leaked to the press. The members
sometimes agree in advance about some such ideas to be tried
out, and they may be introduced under the subterfuge of,
"A view which has been put to us in evidence." Individual
members may test reactions to their own pet notions.

Writing the report

Eventually, like some boardroom harvest home, all the
evidence, written and verbal, is gathered in. Some members
contribute memoranda, and some of the important documents
of evidence are gone through in full committee again. The
burden now clearly falls on the secretary. With his assistants
he toils to produce lengthy drafts of the report. In composing
these he tries to include common theories from the evidence,
always weighted and modified by what he has heard and sensed
of the majority views of the Commission.

Polite and formal thanks for his early efforts are soon for-
gotten as violent criticisms emerge. Some points he has mis-
understood, others wrongly emphasised, and a few overlooked.
His syntax or style may be abused, too, for commissions usually
contain writers and speakers jealous of their literary skills.
At least one more weekend is needed, the long-suffering typists
turning out redrafts at all hours of the night. Each commissioner,
by now weary of the whole business, does his own redrafting
or prepares a fresh onslaught for the next meeting.

Although sardonic critics of some royal commission reports
sometimes suggest that they should be filed under the heading
of "fiction," they are not intended to stand as works of literature.
As a genre they tend towards the turgid, while usually avoiding
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the extremes of incomprehensibility. The Commission is
nevertheless concerned that its arguments should be com-
prehensible and its recommendations unambiguous-aims best
achieved by a clear prose style, unencumbered by jargon and
circumlocution. If it is readable, even to the uninitiated,
this target will have been reached. No work of literature has
ever been written by a committee, and anyone who has ex-
perienced the attempts of a group to compose a flowing para-
graph knows its impossibility. The style of the final report
therefore depends particularly on the secretary, but members
are free to offer amendments or even large-scale rewrites if
they feel so disposed. This is mostly done in correspondence,
and the tactful secretary incorporates these offerings judiciously.
Arresting phrases or a few incisive sentences are often inter-
polated in this way.

The end in sight

Unless there is a determined minority, acrimony recedes by
subsequent meetings, for the end is in sight. Giggles sometimes

break out and the Commission's own family jokes are heard
more often; murmurs of a final party or dinner after the signing
ceremony are heard. As the drafts improve in style, compro-
mises over the sticky parts are reached, and at last a final draft
is agreed. A very senior civil servant reads it and talks to the
Commission about obscurities and difficulties. Then the smooth
machinery of Whitehall takes over. The chairman utters grave
warnings against "leaks," intended or inadvertent. A date
for release has to be considered and press conferences are
arranged. The date must not clash with any expected public
event, for the Commission does not want its press impact to
be diminished. Each member has to state precisely the form
in which his name, style, and titles are to be published. While
members begin to relax, the chairman tenses. A government
reception is given on the day of signing, with cocktail party
courtesy from important figures, longing to know what has
been said but forbidden to ask. On the day before publication
the members each receive a printed copy of the volume, but
without its blue cover to indicate its still unofficial status.
Finally, publication day dawns, with eager perusal of press
response, and then-a slow decline into obscurity.

Occasional Review

The natural history of chronic airflow obstruction

CHARLES FLETCHER, RICHARD PETO

British Medical.Journal, 1977, 1, 1645-1648

Summary

A prospective epidemiological study of the early stages
of the development of chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease was performed on London working men. The
findings showed that forced expiratory volume in one
second (FEV1) falls gradually over a lifetime, but in most
non-smokers and many smokers clinically significant
airflow obstruction never develops. In susceptible people,
however, smoking causes irreversible obstructive changes.
If a susceptible smoker stops smoking he will not recover
his lung function, but the average further rates of loss of
FEV1 will revert to normal. Therefore, severe or fatal
obstructive lung disease could be prevented by screening
smokers' lung function in early middle age if those with
reduced function could be induced to stop smoking.
Infective processes and chronic mucus hypersecretion
do not cause chronic airflow obstruction to progress
more rapidly. There are thus two largely unrelated
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disease processes, chronic airflow obstruction and the
hypersecretory disorder (including infective processes).

Introduction

Chronic bronchitis and emphysema are often referred to together
as the "British disease" because they are such a common cause
of death and disability in Britain. Since their cardinal feature
is irreversible obstruction to bronchial airflow, they are often
referred to jointly as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
This term includes chronic obstructive bronchitis and emphy-
sema but excludes asthma or any localised cause of airways
obstruction.'

Although the number of deaths certified as being due to these
conditions has declined in the past 10 years, there were still
some 25 000 in England and Wales in 1974. There were also
about 1000 deaths due to respiratory heart disease plus an
unknown number, perhaps as many as 10 000, certified as being
due either to other forms of heart disease or to pneumonia
where chronic obstructive pulmonary disease was not certified
as the underlying cause of death even though it caused the
fatal condition or aggravated a condition that would not other-
wise have been fatal. The total mortality attributable to chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease is thus about the same as the
total mortality attributed to lung cancer. If it were possible to
identify all deaths that would not have occurred in the absence
of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease it would probably be
found that the proportion misleadingly certified as being due to
other underlying causes is even larger in other countries, includ-
ing the USA, than in Britain.2 Although the certified death
rates in other countries are lower than those in Britain, they
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